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Abstract: It is commonly thought that declining populations will experience negative genetic 17 
consequences as a result of increased inbreeding. Here we estimated the average deleteriousness of 18 
derived alleles in a range of mammals and found that species with historically small population size 19 
and low genetic diversity often have lower genetic load than species with large population sizes. This 20 
is likely the result of genetic purging – the more efficient removal of partially deleterious recessive 21 
alleles from inbred populations. Our findings suggest that genetic purging occurs over long 22 
evolutionary time frames, and therefore rapid population declines are likely to dis-proportionally 23 
increase mutational load in species with high diversity, as they carry many deleterious alleles that can 24 
reach fixation before genetic purging can remove them. 25 
Main: Small inbred populations of wild animals frequently show lower survival, less efficient mating 26 
and lower reproductive success than large outbred populations (1) as a consequence of high levels of 27 
genome-wide homozygosity at loci with partially recessive deleterious alleles (2). Such negative fitness 28 
consequences of inbreeding have been directly confirmed on the genomic level (3–6). Nevertheless, 29 
many animals have survived in small populations for thousands of generations without apparent 30 
strong negative fitness effects. A suggested explanation for this phenomenon is genetic purging — the 31 
increased efficiency of purifying selection at removing partially recessive deleterious alleles in inbred 32 
populations (7). Whereas in large populations partially recessive deleterious alleles are mostly found 33 
at low frequency, these alleles can drift to high frequency in small populations (2). Mating between 34 
related individuals subsequently brings recessive alleles in a homozygous state, exposing them to 35 
purifying selection and thus leading to their more efficient removal over time (2). Although genetic 36 
purging has been shown to act in several animal populations (8–11), it remains largely unexplored to 37 
what extent this process represents a prominent evolutionary force. Wild animal populations across 38 
the globe experience rapid declines (12, 13), which are often followed by increased rates of inbreeding 39 
and the resulting genetic consequences can directly contribute to their extinction (14). Understanding 40 
under what circumstances genetic purging acts and how common it is among endangered populations 41 
could therefore help to identify species facing the most severe genetic consequences of population 42 
declines and prioritize them for conservation interventions.  43 
Here, we used genomic data to estimate the prevalence of genetic purging in wild mammalian 44 
populations, as mammals are among the most affected by human-induced population declines (12). 45 
By calculating phylogenetic sequence conservation we aimed to identify genomic sites under strong 46 
evolutionary constraints, as mutations at these sites are expected to bear negative fitness 47 
consequences (15). Genomic sites that remained conserved during millions of years of evolution are 48 
expected to be functionally important, and therefore mutations at such sites can serve as a proxy for 49 
genetic load – the reduction of population mean fitness due to genetic factors (16, 17). Using a panel 50 
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of 100 mammalian reference genomes, comprising all major mammalian lineages, we calculated the 51 
genomic evolutionary rate profiling (GERP) scores as the number of rejected substitutions, i.e. 52 
substitutions that would have occurred if the focal genomic element was neutral but did not occur 53 
because it has been under selective constraints (18). Mutations at highly conserved genomic sites 54 
(those sites with high GERP-scores) are likely deleterious, whereas those at low GERP-scores are 55 
expected to be mostly neutral. We then used these GERP-scores to estimate individual relative genetic 56 
load in 655 individuals belonging to 41 different mammalian species, using publicly available whole 57 
genome re-sequencing data. 58 
Results and Discussion 59 
 60 
GERP scores indicate conserved genomic regions. We used a short-read mapping-based approach for 61 
the GERP-score calculations (see methods, SI Appendix, Fig. S1, S2) and validated its accuracy using 62 
five independent approaches. First, for the human genome, we obtained a high correlation between 63 
the GERP-scores previously calculated from a 44 whole-genome vertebrate alignment (18) and those 64 
obtained with our pipeline (Pearson correlation r = 0.944) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Second, our calculated 65 
GERP-scores are four to six times higher within exonic regions, known to be highly conserved and 66 
under purifying selection in vertebrates (19), than in intronic regions (P < 2.2 · 10-16) (SI Appendix, Fig. 67 
S4). Third, the majority of within-population variable sites (88% ±SE 5% across all species) are found 68 
at the lowest 10% of GERP-scores, suggesting that low GERP-scores mostly reflect neutrally evolving 69 
regions that are segregating within populations, whereas polymorphisms at high GERP-scores are 70 
mostly removed from the populations (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Fourth, we observe that derived alleles 71 
at high GERP-scores are more often found in the heterozygous state, whereas at low GERP-scores they 72 
often appear in the homozygous state (SI Appendix, Fig. S6), suggesting that many derived alleles at 73 
high GERP-scores present in a population are likely to be recessive deleterious. Finally, GERP scores 74 
are on average higher at amino-acid changing sites that are expected to have a deleterious impact on 75 
the protein, as calculated with SIFT (20), compared to more tolerated amino-acid changing positions 76 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S7), providing an independent support for the likely negative effects of mutations in 77 
conserved parts of the genome. Taken together, these results are consistent with the expected 78 
dynamics of partially deleterious recessive alleles (21). 79 
 80 
Population size and levels of inbreeding correlate with genetic load. Within species differences in 81 
genetic load are often estimated as the total number of putative deleterious alleles per genome (11, 82 
17). However, when comparing different species, obtaining unbiased estimates of genetic load that 83 
are based on sums becomes challenging, as species differ from each other in genome size, mutation 84 
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rate and generation time and these factors lead to differences in the number of variable sites 85 
independent of genetic load. Thus, to allow comparisons across species, we calculated individual 86 
genetic load as the average GERP score of all derived alleles (Methods, Figure 1A). This measure is 87 
independent of the number of derived alleles identified in the genome, but rather reflects the 88 
distribution of conservation scores of the derived alleles. The rationale behind this approach is the 89 
following: As purifying selection acts on deleterious alleles, here identified as those at highly 90 
conserved sites, the distribution of derived alleles shifts towards lower GERP scores. The stronger the 91 
purifying selection, the stronger the shift of the distribution towards lower GERP scores. Thus the 92 
average GERP score of the derived alleles in a genome reflects the strength of purifying selection 93 
experienced by a given species over time. As we count all derived alleles in the genome, independent 94 
of zygosity, we implicitly assume co-dominance of these alleles (but see SI Appendix, Fig. S14 for 95 
different considerations of the dominance coefficient). Using this measure, we found that estimates 96 
of genetic load differ among the studied mammalian species, but are very similar for individuals 97 
belonging to the same species (Fig. 1A). The low inter-individual variation in genetic load (±SD 1.3%) 98 
suggests that this measure reflects long-term evolutionary processes (e.g. over hundreds of 99 
generations). We confirmed that our inferences are robust with respect to the outgroup species used 100 
to determine the ancestral state of alleles, as well as to the species used in the genome alignments 101 
for GERP-score calculations (SI Appendix, Fig. S8, S9, S10), suggesting that between-species 102 
differences are not driven by underlying technical artifacts. 103 
We sought to explore whether measures of genetic load can be meaningfully applied in species 104 
conservation. Endangered species often have small population sizes, low genetic diversity and high 105 
inbreeding (14) and as a result are expected to carry high genetic load (1). Although we find that 106 
genetic load and species conservation status correlate, the relationship is weak (R=0.07, p=0.026, Fig. 107 
1B) and goes in the opposite direction of the above expectation, with lower genetic load in species of 108 
greater conservation concern. 109 
 110 
As conservation status does not correlate with genetic diversity and only weakly with population size 111 
(22), we investigated whether these measures may be explained by differences in genetic load among 112 
species. We observed a weak inverse relationship between genetic load and inbreeding (R=0.17, 113 
p=0.0099), calculated as proportion of the genome in runs of homozygosity (Fig. 1C). Many species 114 
with low genetic load, i.e. those with most derived alleles at only weakly conserved sites, have high 115 
proportions of their genome in runs of homozygosity (e.g. snow leopard, tiger, island fox, wolves, 116 
cheetah, Fig. 1C, SI Appendix, Dataset S1). Conversely, species with high genetic load frequently have 117 
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a low genome-wide rate of homozygosity (e.g. house mouse, brown rat, Himalayan rat, vervet 118 
monkey, olive baboon, rhesus macaque, SI Appendix, Dataset S1). However, because in contrast to 119 
intra-specific measures of genetic load, the level of inbreeding can change rapidly within only a few 120 
generations, which is exemplified by the high degree of intra-specific variation in inbreeding (±SD 27%) 121 
(SI Appendix, Dataset S1), the correlation between genetic load and inbreeding is only moderate (Fig. 122 
1C).  123 
The ratio of genetic load calculated for genomic regions outside and within runs of homozygosity also 124 
differed across species (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). It was smaller in large outbred populations, signifying 125 
higher genetic load within runs of homozygosity than outside (e.g. houses mouse, vervet monkey), 126 
and larger in populations with a long history of inbreeding and long-term small population sizes, 127 
showing lower genetic load within runs of homozygosity than outside (e.g. snow leopard) (SI Appendix, 128 
Fig. S11). Overall, there was a significant correlation between this ratio and total genetic load in the 129 
species, such that species with higher ratios showed lower genetic load (SI Appendix, Fig. S12). This 130 
observation is consistent with the action of purging, where partially recessive deleterious alleles are 131 
removed from the population through long-term inbreeding and exposure to purifying selection, since 132 
within populations certain genomic regions are more frequently found in homozygosity than others 133 
(23). In contrast, partially deleterious alleles persist in large populations as segregation load, as they 134 
rarely and inconsistently appear in a homozygous state in any given individual.  135 
Contrary to the notion that small populations have high genetic load (24), we observe a positive 136 
relationship between genetic load and population size (Fig. 1D, SI Appendix, Dataset S1, R=0.35, 137 
p=0.0085). Generally, species with small population size have lower genetic load than species with 138 
large population sizes (Fig. 1D, SI Appendix, Dataset S1), suggesting that purging of deleterious alleles 139 
can be an important evolutionary force. This relationship was only slightly affected by the dominance 140 
coefficient of the derived alleles, with larger populations showing higher genetic load if the derived 141 
alleles were considered dominant (SI Appendix, Fig. S13). In small populations, genetic load was 142 
almost independent of the dominance coefficient, as most derived alleles are in a homozygous state 143 
and thus exposed to selection. Despite generally lower load in small populations, we observe relatively 144 
high genetic load in several species with historically large population sizes that have experienced 145 
dramatic recent population declines (e.g. chimpanzees, orangutans, bonobos and Iberian lynx, Fig. 1D) 146 
(25). This corroborates recent findings from genetic simulations, which demonstrate that strong 147 
declines in population size disproportionally affect ancestrally large populations (26). Finally, after 148 
controlling for the phylogenetic relationships among the studied species (27), the positive correlation 149 
between population size and genetic load remains but is less pronounced (R=0.153, p = 0.023, SI 150 
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Appendix, Fig. S14). This is consistent with our earlier observation that changes in genetic load seem 151 
to occur over long evolutionary time-frames.  152 
 153 
Fig. 1. Relative genetic load in mammals. (A) Genetic load is depicted as the average GERP-score of 154 
the derived allele for each individual within a species. Several closely related species (Sumatran and 155 
Bornean orang-utans, gibbons, vervet monkeys, and eastern and western gorillas) are grouped 156 
together for clarity (marked by the asterisks). (B) Relative genetic load is not well explained by 157 
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conservation status. LC: least concern, NT: near threatened, VU: vulnerable, EN: endangered, CR: 158 
critically endangered. (C) Relative genetic load is negatively correlated with inbreeding. Species with 159 
recurrent bottlenecks and/or small population size show low load despite high inbreeding (e.g. cheetah 160 
and island fox). In contrast, some highly inbred species, which experienced recent dramatic population 161 
decline show disproportionally high genetic load (e.g. Iberian lynx). (D) Genetic load is generally higher 162 
in species with large census population size (species with population size above 1 million are grouped 163 
together for clarity). However, some species with historically large population sizes and recent strong 164 
declines (e.g. Sumatran orangutan, Iberian lynx, chimpanzee, bonobo) show elevated genetic load 165 
given their population size. Each grey dot represents a species in (B) and (D) and an individual genome 166 
in (C). Dotted lines depict the best fitting linear intercept.  167 
 168 
Fixation of deleterious alleles. As selection can only act on variation, deleterious alleles that are fixed 169 
within a population are especially problematic for long-term population viability. We thus estimated 170 
the fraction of fixed derived alleles stratified by GERP-score for all species with at least five individuals 171 
in our dataset (Fig. 2a). Generally, we find that species with low genetic load carry few derived alleles 172 
at high GERP-scores (e.g. cheetah, island fox, Przewalski horse) (Fig. 2b), however, these alleles 173 
frequently appear to be fixed in the population (Fig. 2a). In contrast, although some populations with 174 
high genetic load (e.g. house mouse, brown rat, Himalayan field rat, European rabbit, vervet monkey, 175 
olive baboon, rhesus macaque) carry a high proportion of putatively deleterious alleles at high GERP 176 
scores (Fig. 2b), the majority of these are at low frequency and less likely to appear in the homozygous 177 
state in any given individual (Fig. 2a). Thus, while purging removes strongly deleterious alleles in highly 178 
inbred species, some deleterious alleles nonetheless reach fixation, which can subsequently lead to 179 
negative fitness consequences without the opportunity for additional genetic purging. This could also 180 
explain why inbreeding depression has been reported in the cheetah and (Swedish) wolves despite 181 
the relatively low overall genetic load (28, 29). Taken together, these observations are especially 182 
worrying for genetically diverse populations that experience rapid population declines, as we show 183 
that in species with high genetic diversity more derived alleles are found at high GERP scores and thus 184 
a high proportion of these putatively deleterious alleles could reach fixation before genetic purging 185 
can act (see also (24)). 186 
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 187 
Fig. 2. Fixation of derived alleles. Species are ranked by average GERP-score of the derived alleles 188 
(following Fig. 1A) from the lowest (at the top of the graph) to highest (bottom of the graph). (A) 189 
Percentage of derived alleles that are fixed within the species for a given GERP-score bin. E.g. most 190 
derived alleles in cheetah are fixed, even at high GERP-score, whereas in house mouse many derived 191 
alleles are segregating in the population. (B) Distribution of derived alleles in each species for each 192 
GERP-score bin compared to the average over all species. Darker colors represent relatively more 193 
derived alleles within the given GERP-score class. E.g. cheetahs have more derived alleles at low GERP-194 
scores, whereas derived alleles in the house mouse are more frequent at high GERP-scores. 195 
 196 
Genetic implications for conservation of small populations. Our study describes a general trend of 197 
increasing genetic load with population size and outbreeding (Fig. 1c-d). This pattern allows the 198 
identification of populations and species that could represent potential targets for conservation 199 
interventions as those falling above the trendline and thus showing higher genetic load than would be 200 
expected given their level of inbreeding or their population size. For instance, individuals of the Iberian 201 
lynx show elevated genetic load given their level of inbreeding, which is in accordance with their 202 
history of strong recent bottlenecks. Similarly, multiple great ape species (orangutans, bonobos, 203 
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chimpanzees) show higher genetic load than would be expected given their current population size, 204 
which is in line with their rapid population declines. These species and populations could thus 205 
represent priorities for conservation interventions, as they appear to have a larger genetic load than 206 
other species of comparable population size and might therefore be vulnerable to inbreeding 207 
depression.  208 
Deliberate purging by inducing inbreeding has previously been suggested as a management strategy 209 
for reducing inbreeding depression (30). Current evidence for its efficiency is limited (21), but some 210 
wild populations show evidence of successful purging. For instance, the Steward Island robins, birds 211 
with a long-term small population size, show no correlation between inbreeding and juvenile survival 212 
(31), whereas juvenile survival in the closely related Chatman Island robins, which went through a 213 
drastic recent bottleneck, is negatively associated with levels of inbreeding (31). The long-term small 214 
population size of the Stewart Island robin thus seems to have facilitated extensive purging, making 215 
this species more “adapted” to small population size. Although this shows that deliberate purging 216 
could potentially result in a positive outcome, several species with recent sharp population declines 217 
show little signs of genetic purging (e.g. orangutan, chimpanzee, lions). Therefore purging seems to 218 
be of limited efficacy during rapid population declines (and the consequently sharp rise in inbreeding). 219 
Simulations also suggest that although inbreeding can be effective in purging lethal alleles within a 220 
few generations, the removal of partially recessive deleterious alleles with smaller fitness effects 221 
requires long-lasting and slow inbreeding (8, 32). As such, deliberate purging seems to be only an 222 
effective strategy for short-term conservation if the aim is to remove (nearly) lethal alleles from a 223 
population (33). In addition, experimental studies show that rapid serial bottlenecks can result in a 224 
highly increased risk of extinction (34). Given all this evidence, it is conceivable that small inbred 225 
populations that are alive today represent those species that have effectively purged deleterious 226 
alleles, whereas rapid inbreeding has led to the extinction of many other populations. Finally, 227 
deliberate inbreeding will result in loss of genetic diversity and thus limit future adaptive potential of 228 
populations (35, 36). In management of captive breeding and restoration programmes, deliberate 229 
inbreeding is thus a risky strategy with likely negative outcomes in most cases. 230 
The higher genetic load of individuals from large populations represents an important aspect to be 231 
considered for the commonly employed conservation strategy of genetic rescue. The main objective 232 
of genetic rescue is to mitigate inbreeding depression by introducing genetic diversity and beneficial 233 
variants through translocation of outbred individuals into an inbred population. Although genetic 234 
rescue has been shown to increase population fitness in the short-term for a range of mammals (37, 235 
38), the long-term effects can be negative. This is exemplified by the collapse of the Isle Royale wolves, 236 
a population that maintained good population viability for decades. After interbreeding with a 237 
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mainland wolf migrant, the Isle Royale wolves initially showed higher reproductive success. However, 238 
subsequent inbreeding in this population eventually resulted in the increase in frequency of 239 
deleterious alleles, introduced by the immigrant, and eventual marked decline of the population (5). 240 
A similar event occurred in the inbred Scandinavian wolf population following the arrival of a single 241 
immigrant wolf, but subsequent additional immigration has resulted in additional outbreeding and a 242 
period of recent population growth (39). Recurrent introductions of genetically diverse individuals into 243 
the population was also proposed as an explanation as to why domestic chickens, in contrast to most 244 
domesticated species, do not shower higher genetic load than their wild counterparts (40). Our 245 
analyses demonstrate that individuals from large outbred populations often carry higher genetic load, 246 
present as partially recessive segregating deleterious alleles. The introduction of an outbred individual 247 
with an array of deleterious alleles into an inbred population that has experienced genetic purging 248 
may thus have negative consequences. These consequences can possibly be avoided by selecting 249 
individuals with low genetic load to be used for genetic rescue (26). However, if not followed by a 250 
clearly delineated long-term plan to reduce inbreeding, for instance through repeated introductions, 251 
the addition of strongly deleterious alleles into a small population with low capacity for long-term 252 
purifying selection and purging may lead to fixation of these alleles with detrimental effects for 253 
population survival. 254 
 255 
Methods 256 
Single nucleotide variant calling. We obtained published re-sequencing data for 655 mammalian 257 
genomes from 41 species and mapped these to the phylogenetically closest available reference 258 
genome for each species (SI Appendix, Dataset S1) using bwa mem v0.7.17 (41). In total, 27 reference 259 
genomes were used for this task (SI Appendix, Dataset S1). We then obtained and filtered variant calls 260 
for each individual using GATK HaplotypeCaller v3.8 following the “short variant discovery best-261 
practices guidelines” including “hard filtering” (42). Additionally, we only kept within-species bi-allelic 262 
sites and removed all indels and sites below one third and above three times the genome-wide 263 
autosomal coverage (43). 264 
Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling. We used the software GERP++ (Genomic Evolutionary Rate 265 
Profiling) to calculate the number of “rejected substitutions” (a proxy for evolutionary constraints) for 266 
each site in the same 27 reference genomes that were used in mapping of the re-sequencing data (SI 267 
Appendix, Dataset S1, SI Appendix, Fig. S1) (18). GERP++ estimates the number of substitutions that 268 
would have occurred if the site was neutral given a multi-species sequence alignment and the 269 
divergence time estimates between the aligned species as provided in (44). A GERP-score, the number 270 
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of rejected substitutions at a genomic site, is thus a measure of constraint that reflects the strength 271 
of past purifying selection at a particular locus. To calculate GERP-scores for a given focal reference 272 
genome, we used 100 non-domesticated mammalian de-novo assembled genomes (SI Appendix, 273 
Dataset S2, SI Appendix, Fig. S2), as domesticated species might give a biased estimate of purifying 274 
selection. Each individual genome sequence was converted into short FASTQ reads by sliding across 275 
the genome in non-overlapping windows of 50 base pairs and transforming each window into a 276 
separate FASTQ read. The resulting FASTQ reads from the 100 mammalian genomes were then 277 
mapped to each respective focal reference genome with bwa mem v0.7.17, slightly lowering the 278 
mismatch penalty (-B 3) and removing reads that mapped to multiple regions. Mapped reads were 279 
realigned around indels using GATK IndelRealigner (45, 46). Next, we converted the mapped reads 280 
into a haploid FASTA consensus sequence (i.e. 100 times for each reference genome), excluding all 281 
sites with depth above one (as such sites contain at least one mismapped read). GERP++ was then 282 
used to calculate the number of rejected substitutions at all sites in the reference using the 283 
concatenated FASTA files and the species divergence time estimates from (44) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), 284 
excluding the focal reference from the calculation. Missing bases within the concatenated alignment 285 
were treated as non-conserved (i.e. sites for which only few reads mapped obtain low GERP scores). 286 
We excluded all sites for which the focal reference FASTQ reads did not map to themselves and sites 287 
with negative GERP-scores (as these most likely represent errors) and subsequently scaled all scores 288 
to a range from 0 to 2. Sites that are identical between species and have thus been preserved over 289 
long evolutionary time result in high GERP-scores (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Thus, high GERP-scores are 290 
only obtained for regions, where the majority of the 99 mammalian genomes (100 minus the focal 291 
reference) map to the respective reference. 292 
Effects of phylogeny on estimated GERP scores. To evaluate whether GERP score estimates could be 293 
affected by the availability or lack of sequenced genomes from closely related species (e.g. primates 294 
with many available genomic sequences from close relatives versus Proboscidea for which most of the 295 
sequenced species are evolutionary distant), we simulated a tree with the same number of species 296 
(N=40) but different evolutionary distances between the focal species and all other species compared 297 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S10). We calculated the GERP score for the human genome for three phylogenetic 298 
trees that differed in the average evolutionary distance between the focal genome (human) and all 299 
other species. Mean evolutionary distance ranged from 33.6 million years (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 Tree 300 
1 containing only primates and two outgroups) to 57.3 million years (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 Tree 2) and 301 
72 million years (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 Tree 3). We observed a close similarity and strong correlation 302 
between estimated GERP scores independent of the evolutionary distance separating the focal species 303 
from other species in the phylogenetic tree, suggesting that any biases arising during the calculation 304 
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of GERP scores between densely and sparsely represented parts of the mammalian tree of life are 305 
likely to be minimal. 306 
Ancestral allele inference. We called the ancestral allele at each site as the variant present in the 307 
phylogenetically closest outgroup. The derived alleles in each individual from the study dataset was 308 
then inferred against the called ancestral allele. By using only one outgroup we retained the highest 309 
number of sites to be analysed (the more outgroups are added, the fewer sites will be mapped across 310 
all outgroups). We estimated the effect of using one or multiple outgroups for the ancestral allele 311 
inference by calling the majority allele among the mapped reads for 1, 2 and 3 outgroups (a random 312 
base was choses if the allele frequency was equal) and show that this does not significantly change 313 
the estimates of genetic load (SI Appendix, Fig. S8, S9), as genomic sites with high GERP-scores are 314 
generally conserved and thus identical among all outgroup species (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).  315 
Relative genetic load. We estimated relative genetic load for each of the genomes as the average 316 
GERP-score of all derived alleles: 317 
 318 
Where Di represents the ith derived allele and gerpi the GERP-score for the ith allele. We calculated 319 
averages to allow comparisons across species that differ in genome size and genome quality, as both 320 
these factors will affect the more frequently used genetic load estimates that sum across all 321 
deleterious mutations in the genome (11, 17). Whereas the score based on sums is highly appropriate 322 
for comparisons within a single species or across closely related species where variation in genome 323 
size and quality is negligible, the estimate based on means reflects the overall distribution of the 324 
mutations without the need to identify every single one of them. Under the assumption that new 325 
mutations occur randomly with respect to the genomic region, we expect that in species that 326 
experienced strong purifying selection, derived alleles are found mostly at non-conserved sites (low 327 
GERP-scores), whereas accumulation of deleterious variants should result in a higher fraction of 328 
derived alleles at high GERP-scores. 329 
Calculation of SIFT scores. SIFT-scores are a measure of the likelihood that an amino-acid change 330 
causes disruption of the protein function (20). We used SIFT 4G to identify all amino-acid changes 331 
classified as synonymous, deleterious and tolerated in the human, wolf and mouse genomes (as these 332 
have high quality genome annotation available) and calculated the distribution of GERP-scores among 333 
those three categories to test for correspondence between the two methods.  334 
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Fixation of deleterious alleles. The fraction of fixed derived alleles was estimated for all species for 335 
which at least five individuals (e.g. 10 alleles) were present in our dataset. For species with more than 336 
five sequenced individuals, we randomly sampled 10 alleles at each site to exclude sample size bias. 337 
In both cases, we calculated the fraction of fixed derived alleles stratified by GERP-score.  338 
Individual inbreeding estimates. We used PLINK1.9 (47) to identify the fraction of the genome in runs 339 
of homozygosity longer than 100kb, a measure of inbreeding (FROH), for all individuals with average 340 
genome coverage > 3X as in (48, 49). To this end, we ran sliding windows of 50 SNPs on the VCF files, 341 
requiring at least one SNP per 50kb. In each individual genome, we allowed for a maximum of one 342 
heterozygous and five missing calls per window before we considered the ROH to be broken. To 343 
account for differences in genome assembly qualities we restricted our analysis to contigs of at least 344 
1 megabase. 345 
Phylogenetic independent contrast. We used the Phylogenetic independent contrast (PIC) (27) 346 
method from the R “ape” library to run a linear model on the correlations between population census 347 
size and genetic load, correcting for the fact that some species share a longer evolutionary history 348 
than others using the phylogenetic tree and species divergence times obtained from TimeTree (44) 349 
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Fig. S1. Schematic representation of the GERP-score pipeline. (A) A set of 100 de-novo assembled 
genomes is sliced into non-overlapping 50 base pair FASTQ read and aligned to the same reference as 
used for the within-species variance detection (SNP calling in (B)). A consensus sequence is then obtained 
for each of these 100 mapped genomes and GERP scores are subsequently calculated using the GERP++ 
software (excluding the focal reference from the calculation). Sites with few mapped reads or with a large 
proportion of variable alleles (depicted with vertical black bars on the individual reads) obtain low GERP 
scores, whereas sites identical among the majority of the mapped genomes obtain high GERP-scores. (B) 
Individual re-sequenced genomes from a population of a given study species are mapped to the reference 
genome (chimpanzee in this example) and SNPs are subsequently identified for each individual within the 
population following the GATK “short variant discovery best practise” guidelines. (C) The genetic load of 
the derived alleles identified in (B) can now be estimated. Derived alleles at highly conserved sites are 
more likely to have a negative fitness effect (depicted with the red vertical bars in B) compared to derived 
alleles at less conserved sites (green vertical bars in B). The average GERP-score of the derived alleles is 
used as a measure of the genetic load carried by each individual (red=high genetic load, 
orange=intermediate genetic load, green=low genetic load). 
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Fig. S2. The 100 mammalian genomes and their divergence times estimates used for the GERP-score 
calculations. The divergence times between the species were obtained using the online software 
TimeTree, which gives a dated phylogeny from a list of species through automated literature searches (5). 
The genomes depicted in red were also used for the mapping of re-sequencing population-level data. 
Note, there are fewer such genomes than the number of studied species, as for species without a 
reference genome we used the closest available relative for mapping. 
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Fig. S3. Correlation between previously published alignment-based GERP-scores and the GERP-scores 
calculated with the mapping-based approach in this study for the human genome (hg19). We binned all 
sites in the human genome by their published GERP-scores and calculated the average GERP-score for 
each bin of size 10 (black dots). Grey shaded area depicts ±1SD. Pearson correlation = 0.944, Spearman’s 
rank correlation = 0.997, p = P < 2.2 · 10-16. Note that we transformed our GERP-scores on a scale from 0 
to 2, whereas the published scores are on the scale from 0 to 6. 
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Fig. S4. GERP-score of genomic partitions. The distribution of GERP-scores within introns (top) and exons 
(bottom) for 4 species with available high-quality reference genome annotations (used references 
between brackets). White lines within the plots depict the average GERP-score for a given genomic 
category. The highest GERP-scores are primarily found within exonic regions, with the average GERP-score 
in exons 4-6 times higher than within introns (P < 2.2 · 10-16 for all four species), which is consistent with 
stronger sequence conservation and selective constraints in exons compared on introns. 
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Fig. S5. Distribution of segregating sites by GERP-score. The proportion of variable sites plotted against 
GERP scores,  with the percentage found in the 10% lowest GERP-scores depicted in the bottom right 
corner. A large majority of variable sites are found at low GERP-scores and thus within fast evolving, likely 
neutral, regions.  
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Fig. S6. Proportion of heterozygous alleles out of total sites stratified by GERP-score. We included only 
samples with average genome wide coverage > 10X. X-axis is scaled from 0 to 2 for all species. The 
proportion of heterozygous derived alleles increases at high GERP-scores, consistent with them 
representing segregation load.  
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Fig. S7. Correlation between SIFT and GERP-scores. Derived alleles in three phylogenetically distinct 
species with well-annotated genomes were classified with SIFT into non-coding, tolerated and deleterious 
variants. Generally, deleterious alleles are in genomic regions with higher GERP-scores than tolerated and 
non-coding alleles, providing independent confirmation for putatively deleterious effects of variants with 
high GERP-scores across mammals. 
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Fig. S8. Relative genetic load calculated as the average GERP-score of the derived alleles using a 
different number of outgroups. We inferred the derived state by either using one outgroup or the 
majority allele among 2 or 3 outgroups. We then re-calculated the genetic load for a phylogenetically 
diverse group of species (the Przewalski’s horse, wolf, human and house mouse). Circles represent 
individual estimates and dotted lines depict the population averages for the different number of used 
outgroups. Although the population averages are higher when using only one outgroup, the differences 
are minimal and consistent across species. 
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Fig. S9. Ancestral allele inference depending on the number of used outgroups. Plots show the 
percentage of nucleotide differences to the major allele (among the complete phylogeny, e.g. all species 
that mapped to the site) by GERP-score depending on the number of outgroups used to infer the ancestral 
allele. Increasing the number of outgroups only slightly increases the likelihood of calling the correct 
ancestral allele and comes at the cost of having fewer sites in total. 
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Fig. S10. Correlation between GERP-scores calculated for the human genome (highlighted in bold) based 
on different species trees. The average divergence of the reference species  to the human genome is 
depicted above each tree. The dotted grey line in the right-hand graphs depicts parity. GERP-scores 
remain similar despite the use of different reference species. 
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Fig. S11. Ratio between estimates of genetic load within and outside of runs of homozygosity. A ratio 
below 1 corresponds to higher genetic load within the runs of homozygosity than outside of them, ratio 
above 1 corresponds to higher genetic load outside the  runs of homozygosity compared to within. Bars 
show inter-individual variation, the position of the grey circle corresponds to the mean value per species. 
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Species are ordered by increasing ratio. *Ratios were only calculated for species with high coverage 
genomes available in order to accurately infer ROHs. 
 
Fig. S12. Correlation between overall genetic load and the ratio of load inside and outside ROHs. Each 
dot represents the species average. Species with lower load generally have fewer deleterious alleles inside 
ROHs than outside, whereas species with high genetic load carry relatively more deleterious alleles inside 
ROHs.  
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Fig. S13. Relationship between genetic load and population size for different dominance coefficients. Each 
circle corresponds to a study population or species, the colour of the circle corresponds to the dominance 
coefficient. Genetic load was calculated with the formula L = 1- W = 2shx(1-x) + sx^2, following (1), where 
s=GERP score of the derived allele used as a proxy for the selection coefficient, x=allele frequency and 
h=dominance coefficient that ranges from 0 (recessive) to 0.5 (additive) to 1 (dominant). Genetic load 
increases with population size for all values of h, but the correlation is stronger for dominant alleles. For 
small populations, dominance coefficient has no effect on the estimates of genetic load, as most derived 
alleles are homozygous and thus exposed  to selection independent of the dominance coefficient. In large 
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populations the genetic load is higher if the derived alleles are dominant, but the effect of dominance is 
rather low in a cross-species comparison. 
 
 
Fig. S14. Phylogenetic independent contrast (PIC). Census size and genetic load are correlated, 
corrected for phylogenetic relationship between the species (2) to account for ancestral traits shared 
between closely related species.   
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Individual genome re-sequencing data used to estimate genetic load and FROH 
(Provided as a separate file) 
 
Table S2. 
Reference genomes used to calculate GERP-scores 
(Provided as a separate file)  
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